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A

Complete the following sentences (using :for, since, ago) :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I have been studying in the PFIEV program.. ......... the last two years
I started studying in the PFIEV program two years ..........
I have been a student in this program ............... year 2001
Will you continue studying in this program.. ...... the next three years?
How long .......... did you start studying ?

B

Supply anything, nothing, something in the following sentences

1.
2.
3.

I do ................. which can hurt you : you are safe.
I will not say .................. which can be misunderstood
You can always give him ............ ......., even if he asks for ..........
She is ready to take.. ................ ,you offer her, but she will never
send you ............... in return
If ............... can go wrong, ................ could happen if you
previously did ............

4.
5.

Ho v h ten :
Nghy sinh :
Tnrhg :

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is
similar in meaning as the first one
1.

The quickest race car driver will be the winner
The winner. ............................................
The slowest car cannot win the race
The race.. ...............................................
Playing music alone at night is a great personal satisfaction
A great ............................................................
International flights are no longer operated by this Airline Company
This Airline Company.. ......................................................
This blue-eyed and long-haired girl is also pretty
This pretty girl.. ............................................

Put the verb into the correct form (verb in brackets) ;
1.

Tourists who ............... at the airport can see travel agencies
counters (ARRIVE)

2.

A warm welcome .............visitors feel confident (MAKE)

3:

Heavy machines are necessary for .................. roads (BUILD)

4.

It ............ a long time between' now and next month to get my
results (TAKE)

The next exam ................. easier for me to have any chance to
succeed (BE)
To be successful in your job now, it is time for ........ ...., not for
.............. (DREAM,WORK)

I .......... to .......... that I ........... not at all ................ with his
behavior (SATISFY, HAVE, SAY, BE)

Complete the following sentences (using, at, about, in, inside, for,
from, to, within, out,. . .)

I need to bring my belongings ............ my home
My employer will store these fragile equipments ........... of reach
What .............. the story of the lightning striking the TV-antenna ?
You are living ......... Hanoi, but you intend to move ......... Danang,
and will you stay ............ the airport hotel ?
5.

Will you bring books ............ your cabin luggage or will you pack
them .............. a separate package ?

6.

A golf player can strike a ball .............. a few hundred meters circle

7.

Tell me what you want to pay ......... , I will tell you what you will
get ........... him and what price it will cost to send it ........ her.

8.

The professor is not convinced that the prototype the student
developed will work ....... doing what it was designed .........

Complete the following sentences with the appropriate term
(Example : large => larger , largest, .. .)

1.

Anh is a 1m70 student, Thanh is only 1m65
Anh is ............. than Thanh, and Thanh is .....

... than Anh

Thanh weighs more than his friend Anh
-*.
Thanh is ............. than Anh
Could you say who is the ............ of the two ? yes it is Thanh.
The book of mathematics is thick, the book of physics is thin
The heavier of these books is also the ................
4.

A small car is narrow
On the opposite, a large car is ............. than the small car

G.

Build a complete sentence with the given words
Example students/worklhard/succeed
Students work hard to succeed

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The PFIEV / be / five year / program
Every student/ have / attend / first cycle
Everybody / have / learn / mathematics 1 physics
All of them / have / study ./ two years / this cycle
Engineering studies / last 1 3 years
Later specialization 1 start / the final year
Next year 1. all / the graduated students 1 find /good job

